
Mithras 2006-3DResearh ProposalSoroosh Radpoor, Zahra Khakpour, Mahsa Mokhtarzadeh, Parto Maghdoori,and Deniz Aghdam ShayanFarzanegan High-Shool of Tehran,National Organization for Development of Exeptional Talents(Nodet), Iranssh.rdp�gmail.om, zahra.khakpour�gmail.om, mahsa.mokhtarzade�gmail.om,partomaghdoori farzanegan�yahoo, deniz shayan�yahoo.omAbstrat. Earlier, There has been e�orts to stabilize robots movement.Our main interest in roboup soer domain is to develop these e�ortsand design a robust and reliable ontroller for humanoids in dynamiand unontrolled environments.1 IntrodutionThere are problems that don't allow robots to be useful for real-world problems,without help from human. Autonomous robots lak the ability to reognize andadapt to their damaged parts, stand up after falling, and deteting instabilitiesaused by external disturbane. Humanoid robots are unstable beause theirenter of mass is high and when the robot is in single-support phase of walkingsmall external impats an ause instability in robot movement and if the robotdoesn't reat it will fall. Falling robot an ause damage to itself and otherobjets in their environment. So deteting instabilities and resue behaviors areessential for robots in less ontrolled environment[1℄.But it's not always possible to avoid robot to fall. Reexive behavior anavoid damage to ritial parts of the robot, and robot an stand up faster if ithas a better posture. If the robot fell down and some parts get damaged it shouldontinue it's operation. Animals sustain the ability to operate after injuries byreating qualitatively di�erent ompensatory behaviors[2℄.Although Spark simulator doesn't simulate damages aused by impats, it'sneessary in real world appliation, speially where the robot is out of reah tobe replaed or repaired. A reliable standing up method an also improve bipedloomotion[7℄.Our goal is to design a ontroller for humanoid robots with a defensive andreliable design. Beause evolutionary omputation requires evaluation of manypotential solutions it is not possible to use real robots. With the reent adventof omputer software known as physial simulation, it has beome possible tosimulate, instead of atually build, embodied robots whih will redue the ostand time required to use evolutionary methods[12℄.



22 Reliable RobotsReliability is one of the most important problems that avoid using humanoids inreal-world problems. There has been a lot of e�ort to make robots more exibleand adaptable in dynami environments. In order to operate reliable there areseveral steps.Robots must avoid falling as muh as possible beause it has bad e�ets onrobot and the objets around it. Humans use reexes after deteting instability.A ommon used riterion to detet instability is based on ZMP[4℄. But humansviolate this riterion while walking[3℄. There is also a method based on patternreognition. After instability is deteted reexes an be emergeny stopping[5℄or dereasing speed[1℄.But sometimes when robot is not in a good position a small external forean ause the robot to fall. So, It is important to minimize damage in situationswhere a fall is unavoidable[6℄.Another step to inrease reliability is ability tostand up after falling. Reognizing a fall is not diÆult. But getting bak on�ts is not straightforward. Robot needs to use hands and knees as additionalsupport points. Robot an reover by two stati motions, for prone and supinepositions[7℄.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next setion de-sribes di�erent approahes used to design a robot to survive falling. In Setion2.2, we desribe methods used to stand up, it's diÆulties and robots whih areable to stand up after falling.2.1 Instability Detetion, Fall Avoidane and Damage MinimizationMost ommerial robots available today (like ASIMO[9℄ and QRIO[8℄) use ZeroMoment Point (ZMP) for gait stabilization and instability detetion. Baltes et al.used gyrosope sensors in humanoids, to sense instability and stabilize walkinggaits[10℄. There is also an approah that uses translational and rotational veloityand information from robot sensors as input for pattern reognition. The patternreognition lassi�es urrent state into di�erent stability and instability lassesand was trained on a simulator[11℄.We will use this method of lassi�ation to detet instabilities, and initiatea stabilizing reex depending on the type of deteted instability. Also SPARKsimulator does not simulate damages, it is important for real-world robot toprotet its important parts. So, when the instability is deteted as an unavoidablefall reexive behavior an be initiated for two reasons. To minimize the damage offalling and to be in a better position so that robot an stand up faster. Humans,for example, use reex behaviors to fall in prone position beause it's harder toget up from a supine position and it's more dangerous.2.2 Standing upOnly few humanoid robots an operate after a fall. Advaned robots like Asimohave not been demonstrated to be able to get bak into an upright posture.



3Most of reovery methods use a stati movement to stand up. Standing up froma supine posture requires strong arms, wide ranges of motion in key joints. Buthumanoids an stand up from a supine posture like humans. Humans usuallystand up from this posture by rolling to prone posture. Standing from proneposture is relatively easier as it is possible to use knees as extra support points.Fig. 1 shows four steps required to stand up by a simulated version of Jupprobot[7℄.
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